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conomic globalization is bringing a new wave of internationalization to the world’ s higher education systems, and China’ s

universities have inevitably become involved. In late 2015, “The Overall Plan for Promoting the Construction of World-Class

Universities and Disciplines” was promulgated, and special emphasis was put on international exchange and cooperation. The

plan’ s goals were to “strengthen substantive cooperation with world-class universities and academic institutions; integrate advanced

international education resources; implement joint training of high-level talent and joint scientific research; strengthen international

collaborative innovation; actively participate in or organize major regional and international scientific projects; foster a favorable,

internationalized environment for education and scientific research; attract more quality foreign teachers and overseas students;

actively participate in rule-making, evaluation, and authentication of international education; enhance the international

competitiveness and influence of China’s higher education system; and establish a positive brand and image.”

Published in 2017, the “Implementation Measures (Provisional) for Promoting the Construction of World-Class Universities and

Disciplines” indicate that China’ s university faculties should include a mix of top-notch experts, academic leaders, and innovation

teams staying actively involved on the international academic frontier. Regarding international academic exchange and

communication, strong initiatives are needed to attract quality foreign teachers, research teams, and foreign students. China hopes to

make significant progress in student exchange programs at its high-profile universities, with mutual recognition given for joint

training. It also aims to conduct in-depth academic exchange and cooperative research programs with other well-known academic

institutions, become deeply involved in major regional and international scientific projects, participate in drawing up international

standards for higher education, and build a stronger influence abroad. These goals show that at a policy level, China has set out to

develop truly world-class universities.

聚焦 “双一流 ”
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Internationalization
Helps Universities
to BecomeWorld-Class

International exchange and cooperation is a new mission for

China’ s universities. Although the culture and characteristics of

universities in various countries are different, mutual cooperation

and benefits are desired by all of them.More and more countries

have realized that they should look at educational reform from a

global perspective, and for them, the internalization of higher

education has risen from the level of educational policy to become

a national development strategy. As the world’ s largest developing

country and the world’ s second-largest economy, China is

answering the urgent call to internationalize its higher education

system; this internationalization will become fundamental to the

character of its universities and will be an important index of

their growth.

World-class universities have a strong sense of mission to serve

both their own countries and the world. To have access to quality

students, faculty, and educational resources, China’ s universities

must position themselves to be international institutions, so that

they can draw on the wealth of the world’ s knowledge, attract

outstanding talent, and leave a legacy of great scientific

achievements. At the same time, the internationalization of

higher education in China will bring in diversified educational

concepts and methods that will reform the local higher education

system, create a broader exchange platform and a wider

cooperative space, promote resource sharing, strengthen the

country’ s influence around the world, and promise rich

possibilities for the future.

The Connotations
of Internationalized
Higher Education

The internationalization of higher education is an all-inclusive

process that requires both internal and external change from a

university. Its purpose is not just to increase the number of

exchange students and foreign students , convene more

international conferences, recruit more foreign teachers, offer

more foreign language courses, or set up “International Days.” It

should also renew educational concepts, content, and teaching

methods; trigger a chain reaction of higher education reform; and

enhance a university’s international influence.

The internationalization of higher education is a two-way

interaction. At present, China’ s universities rely mainly on a

“one-way input” of introducing foreign resources for this purpose.

But only by recognizing the principles of equality and mutual

benefit can we achieve a two-way dialogue involving both import

and export, and thus achieve sustainable internationalization.

China has first-rate educational raw materials. So, when

introducing high-quality foreign educational resources, China

should not underestimate its own capabilities and overlook

developing superior domestic educational assets. Let the world

know China, and let China know the world.

New Policies Outline
a New Blueprint
for China’s Universities

To maximize itsmission of international exchange and cooperation,

China has begun to coordinate areas of international and domestic

concern—especially education. Thus, many Chinese universities

have begun to keep amore open mind to the rest of theworld. They

are striving to take advantage of international academic resources,

actively establish cooperative partnerships with international

educational institutions, and tomake their own voices heard through

cross-border communication, international cooperation projects,

international educational aid, and cross-border education. They are

also helping to develop international educational standards that will

strengthen China’ s academic competence, influence, and reputation,

and will support the “One Belt, One Road” initiative that aims to

foster cooperation among China andEurasian countries.

At the national level, China’ s government has introduced targeted

policies based on thorough investigation, to provide the necessary

policy support, strategic guidance, and adequate funding for

international exchange and cooperation between universities. It is

important to note that in fulfilling this new mission, Chinese

universities should not copy the experience of others or become

“branch campuses” of universities in other countries, but

maintain an impartial attitude that will creatively use both

international and domestic resources to achieve mutual benefit,

and so contribute to advancing the world’ s knowledge and

fostering social and economic progress.

Li Zhimin, director of the Science and Technology Development

Center at the Chinese Ministry of Education, indicates that to

become more innovative, universities should retain a world-class

team of scholars. China’ s professors should actively participate in

the international academic community to improve their academic

standing.By engaging in activities with international organizations,

they will have a bigger say in academics worldwide.He also thinks

that universities should recruitmore high-level talents, to enhance

their impact and gain international recognition.

Zhou Hongyu, vice director of the Standing Committee of the

NationalPeople’s Congress,HubeiProvince, dean of the Changjiang

Educational Research Institute and professor of Central China

Normal University,emphasizes that research-oriented universities

should hold onto Chinese characteristics, while striving to reach the

front ranks among world-class institutions. He advocates the

following steps: First, ensure national education resources become

more focused on higher education and more resource-intensive.

Support predominant disciplines, characteristically Chinese

disciplines, and disciplines in demand. Reinforce resource

competition and work against equalitarianism. Second, strengthen

the expert teaching staff in all universities. Set up special “talent

zones.” Establish a diversified talent selection and remuneration

system to attract innovation and bring in leaders from science,

technology, and academics. Set up an evaluation system requiring

innovation and quality contribution as standard. Advocate

interdisciplinary cooperation by building an “across-subjects”

and “across-schools” innovation team. Third, strengthen the
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he National University of Defense Technology (NUDT) is

located in central China’ s Hunan Province. Since its

establishment in the early 1950s, NUDT has been a key

national and military university. NUDT is a key comprehensive

university directly under the Central Military Commission that

offers 10 disciplines: Science, Engineering, Military Science,

Management, Economics,Philosophy, Literature, Education,

Law, and History. It is one of the universities designated for

Project 211, Project 985, and the military 2110 Project, and it

has been selected for the 2011 Project and the Plan for Educating

and Training Outstanding Engineers. It is one of 156 national

key construction projects undertaken in China’ s first Five-Year

Plan, and one of 20 national key universities approved by the

Communist Party of China central committee in 1959.

NUDT is listed among the first universities having the authority

to grant Master’ s and Doctorate degrees, one of the first 22

universities to run a pilot graduate school as well as key

institutions of state investment and construction during the

seventh and eighth Five-Year Plans. By 2014, NUDT had 28

academicians, 7 members of the Academic Degrees Committee

and Discipline Assessment Group of the State Council, and 52

nationally outstanding teachers. One received the Ho Leung Ho

Lee Foundation Science and Technology Awards, 19 were

awarded the title of young and middle-aged “Expert with

Remarkable Contributions,” 193 were selected into national and

military high-level talent programs, including the New Century

Talents Project, the Changjiang Scholars Program, the National

Natural Science Fund for Distinguished Young Scholars, the

National Excellent Scientist Program, the Qiu Shi Science and

Technologies Foundation, and the Military High-Level Science

and Technology Innovation Talent Project. NUDT undertakes

impo r tan t re sea rch on soph i s t icated weapon r y and

defense-critical technology. So far it has a large number of

advanced scientific achievements to its credit, and more than

2,000 have won national, military, and provincial science and

technology awards,including 5 national special prizes, 9 national

first prizes, 48 national second prizes, and 245 military and

provincial first prizes. NUDTmakes a significant contribution to

the modernization of national defense.

As part of education internationalization, NUDT undergraduates

go abroad for joint training through theMinistry of Education’ s

international exchange program for outstanding undergraduates,

and some exceptional undergraduates go overseas to participate

in research internships and science summer schools. NUDT plans

to send some postgraduate students skilled in mathematics to

pursue their Ph.D.s at the University of Oxford and Cambridge

University. NUDT actively carries out student-oriented foreign

exchange activities, and attends activities such as international

postgraduate summer schools and the Asian InternationalModel

United Nations. Each year, NUDT sends cadets abroad to

conduct military changes, and hosts International Student

Science and TechnologyWeek every two years to invite foreign

military cadets and officers. NUDT is an outward-looking

organization; as of May 4, 2012, it has established academic

exchanges with more than 100 universities from 40 countries and

regions, and employed more than 20 foreign teachers. It holds

international academic conferences more than 10 times yearly,

invites more than 400 renowned foreign experts on exchange,

sends more than 100 outstanding students to foreign universities

and laboratories for joint training and the pursuit of degrees, and

dispatches over 800 students to attend international conferences

and enter academic competitions in related disciplines. NUDT

also holds an international seminar on national security and

technology development strategy every two years, to focus on

international security strategy from the perspective of

technological development.

construction of high-end innovation platforms. Establish several

national laboratories, technology innovation centers, and new

types of high-end think tanks with Chinese characteristics for

important science programs and high-tech engineering programs.

Strengthen original research, and give the highest priorities to

basic research and cutting-edge technology, while supporting

innovation-driven strategies. Fourth, intensify the cultivation of

innovative talent. Reform the talent-cultivation process, boost

cooperative and practical education, and initiate “experimental

reform areas” for the fostering of innovative talent through

high-quality general education and solid specialized education.

Fifth, strengthen the integration of first-class disciplines with

national strategic needs, and transform top universities into

scientific, industrial, and cultural innovation centers.

We believe that in the near future, China’ s universities will attract more outstanding talents from all over the world, who will

make distinctive contributions to scientific research.We welcome excellent scholars interested in applying for talent programs

to contact us through China Education Online (consultant@acabridge.edu.cn), which provides one-on-one consultations.

Further information can be found at www.edu.cn/syl.
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Located in Changchun City, Jilin Province, Northeast

NormalUniversity（NENU）is a comprehensive university

under the direct administrat ion of the M inistry of

Education, the national “211 Project” key construction

university.NENU has a complete range of disciplines,with

23 schools (faculties) covering 11 disciplines except

military science andmedicine.

The university comprises 78 undergraduate specialties, 34

M.A. programs of the first-level disciplines, 22 Doctoral

programs of the first-level disciplines, 20 Post-doctoral

research stations and 6 national first-class disciplines

construction projects.

We are seeking to recruit talented individuals at home and

abroad to achieve our shared vision.

Job Opportunities:
1. Leading Talents

1) Applicants are expected to be below 47 years old for

Natural Science and below 57 for Philosophical and Social

Science.

2) With NENU as supporting institution, applicants are

expected to apply for the national key talents projects:

Innovative Talents Long-term Project of “National

Thousand Talents Program” , Leading Talents Project of

“Na t iona l Ten Thousand Ta l en ts Program” , and

Distinguished Professors of “Chang Jiang Scholars

Program”.

3) Full time is required in principle.

2. Youth Talents

1) Applicants are expected to be below 40 years old for

Natural Science and below 45 for Philosophical and Social

Science.

2) With NENU as supporting institution, applicants are

expected to apply for the national youth talent projects:

Youth Talents Project of “National Thousand Program” ,

Youth Top-notch Talents Project of ÒTen Thousand

Program” , and Youth Scholars of “Chang Jiang Scholars

Program”.

3) Full time is required.

3.Distinguished Professors

1) Besides holding Ph.D degrees, applicants are expected

to be below 45 years old forNatural Science and below 55

for Philosophical and Social Science.

2)Domestic applicants are needed to have professor titles

or equivalent ones; overseas applicants should have

assistant professor titles or equivalent ones. During

employment period, applicants are expected to obtain

national talent projects in different levels.

3) Full time is required.

Remuneration:
1. NENU provides national talents with competitive

remunerat ion . Based on their pos it ions and work

undertaken, employees will be provided corresponding

scientific research allowance and settling-in allowance. In

addition, employees will be given priority in such aspects as

quota distribution of Ph.D students, team building,

experimental platform construction, and scientific research

funds.

2. Distinguished professor positions of “NENU scholars”

provide capable employees with special support including

settling-in allowance, scientific research allowance, and job

allowance.

3. NENU has set up the Top Talents Program, “Fangwu

Program” , covering distinguished professor, youth scholars

and potential youth scholars. Employees could be able to

apply for the appropriate post and get the corresponding

allowance.

4.NENU implements the Principal Investigator System (PI

system) in key discip l ines , and NENU prov ides key

disciplines with funds, and provides discipline leaders with

position allowance.

5. NENU highly awards employees’ scientific research

output.

6. NENU has first-class basic education resources,

including affiliated kindergartens (Jilin Province Model

Kindergarten), affiliated primary schools (six campuses)

and affiliated high schools (under the direct administration

of the Ministry of Education) , to provide employees’

children with education from kindergarten to senior high

school.

Way of Application:
1.How to apply:

Applicants need to submit resumes to the office mailbox of

Personnel Department. The applicant’ s name, position

app l ied and the ma jor shou ld be noted . Personnel

Department will check mails and reply them.

2. Contact Information:

Contact: Yang Liangyu，Chen Xuejiao

Tel: + 86-431-85099718

Office email: rcb@nenu.edu.cn

Address: Personnel Department, Northeast Normal University,

No. 5268 Renmin Street,ChangchunCity, Jilin Province, PR.China
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Located in the historical and picturesque city of Hangzhou, Zhejiang University is a prestgious insttuton of higher

educaton with a long history. Afer a hundred years of constructon and development, Zhejiang University has become a

comprehensive research university with distnctve features and relatvely great impact at home and abroad. Research at

Zhejiang University spans 12 academic disciplines, covering philosophy, economics, law, educaton, literature, history, art,

science, engineering, agriculture, medicine, management and etc. In all 22 disciplines of ESI, there are 18 disciplines leading

to top 1% in the world. Zhejiang University has always been commited to cultvatng talent with excellence, advancing

science and technology development, serving for social well-being, and promotng advanced culture with the spirit best

manifested by the university moto “Seeking the Truth and Pioneering New Trails”. Zhejiang University has long been holding

the educatonal philosophy of putng people foremost, cultvatng students in an all-round way, seeking the truth and

pioneering new trails in search of excellence, and is commited to cultvatng future leaders with an internatonal

perspectve.

What are the steps towards the goal?

We have set up a three-step plan to be consistently listed

among the top in world university rankings. To achieve this,

our strategies are to cultvate high-quality people, build

academic strength, pursue research excellence, atract

high-calibre scholars, observe cultural traditons and explore

reform approaches. We are implementng comprehensive

reform to improve our systems of talent training, academic

innovaton, faculty team-building, school administraton and

support. We will keep the momentum of the reform, be

open to integraton into global educaton and innovaton

network, retain an innovaton-driven strategy and stay true

to the mission of serving regional, natonal and global

needs.

How does ZJU cultvate innovators?

We have a coordinated approach to improve talent training.

The goal of our holistc educaton is to closely integrate

knowledge transmission, skill training and personality

moulding. We are reinventng an educatonal model that

incorporates genera l and spec ia l i zed educaton,

interdisciplinary training, as well as ideological and politcal

teaching. We also try to streamline classroom educaton,

open online courses, mobile learning and internet platorms

to diversify students’ classroom experience. Future leaders

need to be high-quality innovators with an internatonal

perspectve. We have leveraged our multdisciplinary

strength and entrepreneurial spirit to train interdisciplinary,

creatve talents. Our achievements are demonstrated by

prizes won by ZJU students in internatonal contests, such as

a mathematcal contest in modeling, an internatonal

co l l eg i a te programming contest and RoboCups .

Entrepreneurial success of ZJU graduates and the amount of

funding secured by ZJU start-ups are also outstanding

among Chinese universites.

bout Zhejiang University

look into ZJU’s plan toworld-class university
Nature’s inside view interviewed Prof. WU Zhaohui, President of Zhejiang University

FOCUS ON “DOUBLE FIRST-RATE”

OF ZHEJIANG UNIVERISTY, CHINA
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What are your internatonalizaton strategies?

As globalizaton increases, opening up is integral to our goal

of building a world-class university. We are acceleratng our

internatonalizaton plan by forging partnerships with

world-class academic insttutons overseas. We have sent

out more than 8,000 teachers and students for exchange

and received more than 6,000 overseas students as of 2016.

We have also built first-rate joint insttutes with the

University of Edinburgh and the University of Illinois at

Urbana Champaign. Our plan to open up also means

creatng an ecosystem for innovaton and entrepreneurship

by integratng resources across and outside campus. In

educaton, we are embracing the “open loop university”

concept, providing open-access learning opportunites and

building an internatonalized platorm. We also strive to

promote sharing of knowledge and culture.

(The Official Newsleter Leter of Zhejiang University, Vol.01,

May 17th, 2017)

Professor Song Yonghua,

Executve Vice President of

Zhejiang University, Director

of Zhej iang Univers i ty

Center for Internatonal

Educaton Research, and

Chairman of Internatonal

Educaton Commitee ,

C h i n e s e S o c i e t y o f

Educatonal Development

Strategy (IEC) recently

published an artcle enttled

Enhancing the Quality of

Inte rnatona l S tudent

Educaton in Ch ina to

Advance “Double First-rate”

Plan on China Educaton

Daily. He proposes new

ideas for improving the

quality of internatonal

student educaton in China

in the new era when the

establ i shment of both

world-class universites and

first-class disciplines is a

high priority.

The artcle points out that the core value and mission of

world’ s leading universites lie in the accountability of

cultvatng high-qualified talents and global leaders with

natonal pass ion, internatonal v is ion, and global

compettveness . Due to the genera l t rend of the

internatonalizaton of higher educaton worldwide, the

competton for high-quality students has become a common

trend among universites worldwide. Providing high quality

internatonal student educaton to world’ s top talents and

employing the graduates have become an important

natonal strategy. Therefore, in this context, it is important to

strongly emphasize the strategic role of internatonal student

educaton to further improve China’ s internatonal

compettveness.

The artcle further stresses that in order to advance the goal

of double first-class by elevatng the quality of internatonal

student educaton, the following steps need to be taken into

consideraton, including “improve the status of internatonal

student educaton in China and contribute to the natonal

development strategy ” , “ innovate the concept of

internatonal student educaton in China and cultvate world

leaders” ,“expand the input of educatonal resources to

improve the quality in educaton”, and “create advanced and

systematc support system to expand service capacity” . The

artcle carries significant guiding concepts to both

Chinese-foreign cooperatve educatonal programs, as well

as educatonal practtoners natonwide.

(htp://www.intl.zju.edu.cn/en/news/administraton-office/8

31566)

look into ZJU’s international student education
Professor SONG Yonghua published an artcle enttled Enhancing the Quality of Internatonal Student

Educaton in China to Advance “ Double First-Rate “ Plan on China Educaton Daily
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